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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREDICTING INTER-LAYER BASED ON TEMPORAL 
SUB-LAYER INFORMATION

(57) The present invention relates to a method for
predicting an inter-layer of an image having a plurality of
layers including at least one temporal sub-layer. The
method according to present invention comprises the
steps of: acquiring information on a temporal sub-layer
for inter-layer prediction; inducing a reference picture
used for predicting an inter-layer of a current picture on
the basis of the information on the temporal sub-layer;
and predicting the inter-layer of the current picture on the
basis of the reference picture.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to inter-layer prediction to code and decode an upper layer using information of
a lower layer as image encoding and decoding technology of a multi-layered structure. More particularly, the present
invention relates to an efficient signaling method for performing inter-layer prediction based on temporal sub-layer
information.

[Background Art]

[0002] In recent years, as a multimedia environment is established, various terminals and networks have been used
and accordingly requirements of a user have been diversified.
[0003] For example, as the performance and computing capability of a terminal are diversified, the supported perform-
ance has been also diversified for each device. Further, a network such as a wired/wireless network through which
information is transmitted has various functions such as an outer appearance structure, a form of transmitted information,
and information amount and rate. The user selects a terminal and a network to be used according to a desired function.
In addition, spectrums of the terminal and the network provided to the user from an enterprise have been diversified.
[0004] Accordingly, recently, broadcasting having a High Definition (HD) resolution has been domestically and inter-
nationally extended and served so that many users are accustomed to seeing an image with a high resolution and high
quality. Thus, a plurality of image service relation centers has greatly attempted to develop a next generation image device.
[0005] In addition, as there is growing interest in HDTV and Ultra High Definition (UHD) with resolution of four times
or greater than the HDTV, there is a great need for a technology to compress and process a high quality image with
high resolution.
[0006] In order to compress and process the image, an inter prediction technology of predicting a pixel value included
in a picture between previous and/or next pictures and a current picture, an intra prediction technology of predicting
other pixel value included in the current picture using pixel information in the current picture, and an entropy encoding
technology of allocating a short code to a symbol with high appearance frequency and allocating a long code to a symbol
with low appearance frequency may be used.
[0007] As described above, when considering respective terminals and networks having different supported functions
and various requirements of the user, there is a demand to change the quality, the size, and a frame of the supported image.
[0008] In this way, due to heterogeneous communication networks and various functions and types of terminals,
scalability variously supporting the quality, the resolution, the size, and a frame rate, a view of the image becomes an
important function of a video format.
[0009] Accordingly, in order to provide a service required by a user in various environments based on a high- efficiency
video encoding method, there is a need to provide a scalability function so that efficient video encoding and decoding
may be performed in time, space, image quality, and view sides.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0010] The present invention has been made in an effort to solve the above problems, and provides an inter-layer
prediction method based on temporal sub-layer information and an apparatus thereof.
[0011] The present invention further provides a method of efficiently signaling information by allocating an indicator
to control inter-layer prediction based on temporal sub-layer information and an apparatus thereof.
[0012] The present invention further provides a method of applying the same maximum temporal sub-layer information
to all layers in a multi-layered structure.

[Technical Solution]

[0013] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an inter-layer prediction method of an image
including a plurality of layers having at least one temporal sub-layer. The inter-layer prediction method may include
acquiring information on the temporal sub-layer for inter-layer prediction, inducing a reference picture to be used for
inter-layer prediction of a current picture based on the information on the temporal sub-layer, and performing the inter-
layer prediction of the current picture based on the reference picture.
[0014] The information on the temporal sub-layer may comprise maximum temporal sub-layer information indicating
a maximum temporal sub-layer which is referred for the inter-layer prediction in each layer, and indicator information
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indicating whether to control the maximum temporal sub-layer information in each layer.
[0015] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an inter-layer prediction apparatus of
an image including a plurality of layers having at least one temporal sub-layer. The inter-layer prediction apparatus may
include an entropy coder to acquire information on the temporal sub-layer for inter-layer prediction, and a predictor to
induce a reference picture to be used for inter-layer prediction of a current picture based on the information on the
temporal sub-layer, and to perform the inter-layer prediction of the current picture based on the reference picture.
[0016] The information on the temporal sub-layer may comprise maximum temporal sub-layer information indicating
a maximum temporal sub-layer which is referred for the inter-layer prediction in each layer, and indicator information
indicating whether to control the maximumt temporal sub-layer information in each layer.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0017] Relation information can be efficiently signaled for inter-layer prediction by allocating an indicator or an identi-
fication to control inter-layer prediction based on temporal sub-layer information. Since separate transmission of the
maximum temporal sub-layer information with respect to all reference layers is omitted by applying the same maximum
temporal sub-layer information to all the reference layers in a multi-layered structure, signaling overhead of the relation
information can be reduced.

[Description of Drawings]

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an image coding device according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an image decoding device according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a conceptual diagram schematically illustrating an example of a scalable video coding structure using a
plurality of layers according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example illustrating a layer structure of a scalable video coding according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating an inter-layer prediction method based on temporal sub-layer information according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[Mode for Invention]

[0019] Embodiments may be described with reference to appended drawings. In the following description, if detailed
description about well-known functions or configurations may make the subject matter of the disclosure unclear, the
detailed description will be omitted.
[0020] In addition, when a component is referred to as being "connected to" or "linked to" another component, the
component may be directly connected to or linked to another component or an intervening component may be present
therebetween. In contrast, if a component is referred to as being "directly connected to" or "directly linked to" another
component, an intervening component may not be present therebetween.
[0021] The terms "first" and "second" can be used to refer to various components, but the components may not be
limited to the above terms. The terms will be used to discriminate one component from the other component. For instance,
the first component may be referred to the second component and vice versa without departing from the right of the
disclosure.
[0022] Further, although an embodiment of the present invention independently illustrates constituent elements in
order to represent different characteristic functions, it does not mean that the respective constituent elements are com-
posed by a separated hardware or one software constituent unit. That is, respective constituent elements include re-
spective arranged constituent elements for the purpose of convenience, and at least two of the constituent elements
may constitute one constituent element, or one constituent element may be divided into a plurality of constituent elements
to perform functions. An integrated example and a separated example of each configuration will fall within the spirit and
scope of the principles of the present invention.
[0023] Further, some of constituent elements may be a selective constituent element to simply improve a performance
instead of an essential constituent element for performing an essential function. The present invention may be realized
by including only an essential constituent element to implement the scope of the present invention except for constituent
elements used to simply improve the performance. A structure including only essential constituent elements except for
a selective constituent element used to simply improve the performance is included in the scope of the present invention.
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[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an image coding device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0025] A scalable video coding device supporting a multi-layered structure may be implemented by extending a general
image coding device of a single layered structure. The block diagram of FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of an image
coding device which may become a base of a scalable video decoding device applicable to a multi-layered structure.
[0026] Referring to FIG. 1, the image coding device 100 includes an inter predictor 110, a switch 115, an intra predictor
120, a subtractor 125, a transformation module 130, an quantizer 140, an entropy coder 150, an inverse quantizer 160,
an inverse transformation module 170, an adder 175, a filter 180, and a reference picture buffer 190.
[0027] The image coding device 100 may code an input image to an intra mode or an inter mode to output a bit stream.
[0028] In the intra mode, the switch 115 may be switched to an intra. In the inter mode, the switch 115 may be switched
to an inter. Intra prediction means prediction in a screen, and an inter prediction means prediction between screens.
The image coding device 100 may generate a prediction block with respect to an input block of an input image to code
a residual between the input block and the prediction block. In this case, the input image may mean an original picture.
[0029] In a case of the intra mode, the intra predictor 120 may use a sample value of image encoded/decoded blocks
around a current block as a reference sample. The intra predictor 120 may perform spatial prediction using the reference
sample to generate prediction samples with respect to the current block.
[0030] In a case of the inter mode, the inter predictor 110 may obtain a motion vector specifying a reference block
having the smallest difference from the input block (current block) from the reference picture stored in the reference
picture buffer 190 in a motion prediction procedure. The inter predictor 110 may generate a prediction block with respect
to the current block by performing motion compensation using a motion vector and the reference picture stored in the
reference picture buffer 190.
[0031] In a case of the multi-layered structure, inter prediction applied to the inter mode may include inter-layer pre-
diction. The inter predictor 110 may sample a picture of a reference layer to configure an inter-layer reference picture,
and may perform inter-layer prediction by adding the inter-layer reference picture to a reference picture list. A reference
relation between layers may be signaled through information specifying dependency between layers.
[0032] Meanwhile, sampling applied to a reference layer picture when the current layer picture and the reference layer
picture have the same size, may mean generation of the reference sample according to sample copy from the reference
layer picture. Sampling applied to the reference layer picture when the current layer picture and the reference layer
picture have different resolutions, may mean up sampling.
[0033] For example, as a case of different resolutions between layers, the inter-layer reference picture may be con-
figured by up-sampling a reconstructed picture of a reference layer between layers supporting scalability with respect
to the resolution.
[0034] The inter layer reference picture may be configured in consideration of a coding cost using a picture of a certain
layer. The coding device may transmit information specifying a layer to which a picture to be used as the inter layer
reference picture belongs to the decoding device.
[0035] Further, a picture used for prediction of a current block in a layer referred in the inter-layer prediction, that is,
a reference layer may be a picture of the same Access Unit (AU) as that of a current picture (a prediction target picture
in the current layer).
[0036] The subtractor 125 may generate a residual block according to a residual between the input block and the
generated prediction block.
[0037] The transformation module 130 may transform the residual block to output a transform coefficient. In this case,
the transform coefficient may mean a coefficient value generated by transforming the residual block and/or the residual
signal. Hereinafter, in the specification, a quantized transform coefficient level generated by quantizing the transform
coefficient may refer to a transform coefficient.
[0038] When a transform skip mode is applied, the transformation module 130 may skip transformation with respect
to the residual block.
[0039] The quantizer 140 may quantize the input transform coefficient according to a quantization parameter to output
a quantized coefficient. The quantized coefficient may refer to a quantized transform coefficient level. In this case, the
quantizer 140 may quantize the input transform coefficient using a quantization matrix.
[0040] The entropy coder 150 may entropy-code values calculated from the quantizer 140 or a coding parameter value
calculated during a coding procedure according to probability distribution to output a bit stream. The entropy coder 150
may entropy-code information (for example, a syntax element and the like) for video decoding except for pixel information
of a video.
[0041] The coding parameter is information necessary for coding and decoding, which may include information encoded
by the coding device and transmitted to the decoding device and information which may be analogized during a coding
or decoding procedure.
[0042] For example, the coding parameter may include values or statistics such as intra/inter prediction modes, a
motion vector, a reference image index, a coding block pattern, presence of a residual signal, a transform coefficient, a
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quantized transform coefficient, a quantization parameter, a block size, and block division information.
[0043] The residual signal may mean a difference between the original signal and the prediction signal. Further, the
difference between the original signal and the prediction signal may mean a transformed signal or a signal obtained by
transforming or quantizing the difference between the original signal and the prediction signal. The residual signal may
refer to a residual block in a block unit.
[0044] When the entropy coding is applied, the size of a bit stream with respect to the coding target symbols may be
reduced by allocating the small number of bits to a symbol having a high generation probability and allocating the large
number of bits to a symbol having a low generation probability to express the symbol. Accordingly, a compression
performance of image coding may be increased through the entropy coding.
[0045] The entropy coder 150 may use a coding method such as exponential golomb, Context-Adaptive Variable
Length Coding (CAVLC), and Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) for entropy coding. For example,
the entropy coder 150 may perform entropy coding using Variable Lenghth Coding/Code (VLC). Further, the entropy
coder 150 may obtain a binarization method of a target symbol and a probability model of a target symbol/bin to perform
entropy coding using the obtained binarization method of the target symbol and probability model of the target symbol/bin.
[0046] Since the image coding device 100 according to an embodiment of FIG. 1 performs inter prediction coding,
that is, prediction coding between screens, there is a need to decode and store a current coded image to be used as a
reference image. Accordingly, the quantized coefficient is inversely quantized by the inverse quantizer 160 and may be
inversely transformed by the inverse transformation module 170. The adder 175 adds the inversely quantized and
inversely transformed coefficient to a prediction block to generate a reconstructed block.
[0047] The reconstructed block is filtered by the filter 180. The filter 180 may apply at least one of a deblocking filter,
Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO), and Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) to the reconstructed block or the reconstructed picture.
The filter 180 may refer to an adaptive in-loop filter. The deblocking filter may remove a block distortion generated at a
boundary between blocks. The SAO may add a proper offset value to a pixel value in order to compensate for a coding
error. The ALF may perform filtering based on a comparison value of the reconstructed image with an original image.
The reconstructed block passing through the filter 180 may be stored in the reference picture buffer 190.
[0048] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an image decoding device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0049] A scalable video decoding device supporting a multi-layered structure may be implemented by extending a
general image coding device of a single layered structure. The block diagram of FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of an
image decoding device which may become a base of a scalable video decoding device applicable to a multi-layer structure.
[0050] Referring to FIG. 2, the image decoding device 200 includes an entropy decoder 210, an inverse quantizer
220, an inverse transformation module 230, an intra predictor 240, an inter predictor 250, an adder 255, a filter 260, and
a reference picture buffer 270.
[0051] The image decoding device 200 may receive and decode a bit stream output from the image coding device
100 to an intra mode or an inter mode to output a reconfigured image, that is, reconstructed image.
[0052] In the intra mode, the switch 115 is switched to an intra. In the inter mode, the switch 115 may be switched to
an inter.
[0053] The image decoding device 200 may obtain a reconstructed residual block from the input bit stream to generate
a prediction block, and may add the reconstructed residual block to the prediction block to generate the reconfigured
block, that is, the reconstructed block.
[0054] The entropy decoder 210 may entropy-decode the input bit stream according to a probability distribution to
output information such as a quantized coefficient and the syntax element.
[0055] The quantized coefficient is inversely quantized by the inverse quantizer 220 and is inversely transformed by
the inverse transformation module 230. The quantized coefficient is inversely quantized/inversely transformed so that
the reconstructed residual block may be generated. In this case, the inverse quantizer 220 may apply the quantization
matrix to the quantized coefficient.
[0056] In a case of the intra mode, the intra predictor 240 may perform spatial prediction using a sample value of
image decoded block around a current block to generate prediction samples with respect to the current block.
[0057] In a case of the inter mode, the inter predictor 250 may generate a prediction block with respect to the current
block by performing motion compensation using a motion vector and the reference picture stored in the reference picture
buffer 270.
[0058] In a case of the multi-layered structure, inter prediction applied to the inter mode may include an inter-layer
prediction. The inter predictor 250 may sample a picture of a reference layer to configure an inter-layer reference picture,
and may perform an inter-layer prediction by adding the inter-layer reference picture to a reference picture list. A reference
relation between layers may be signaled through information specifying dependency between layers.
[0059] Meanwhile, sampling applied to a reference layer picture when the current layer picture and the reference layer
picture have the same size, may mean generation of the reference sample according to sample copy from the reference
layer picture. Sampling applied to the reference layer picture when the current layer picture and the reference layer
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picture have a different resolution, may mean up sampling.
[0060] For example, as a case of different resolutions between layers, inter-layer prediction is applied between layers
supporting scalability with respect to the resolution, the inter-layer reference picture may be configured by up-sampling
a reconstructed picture of a reference layer.
[0061] In this case, the coding device may transmit information specifying a layer to which a picture to be used as the
inter-layer reference picture belongs to the decoding device.
[0062] Further, a picture used for prediction of a current block in a layer referred in the inter-layer prediction, that is,
a reference layer may be a picture of the same Access Unit (AU) as that of a current picture (a prediction target picture
in the current layer).
[0063] The adder 255 adds the reconstructed residual block to the prediction block to generate the reconstructed
block. In other words, the reconstructed residual block is added to the prediction block so that the reconstructed sample
or the reconstructed picture is generated.
[0064] The reconstructed picture is filtered by the filter 260. The filter 260 may apply at least one of a deblocking filter,
SAO, and an ALF to the reconstructed block or the reconstructed picture. The filter 260 outputs the modified or filtered
reconstructed picture. The reconstructed image is stored in the reference picture buffer 270 and may be used for inter
prediction.
[0065] Further, the image decoding device 200 may further include a parsing unit (not shown) to parse information on
an encoded image included in the bit stream. The parsing unit may include an entropy decoder 210, and may be included
in the entropy decoder 210. The parsing unit may be implemented by one constituent element of the decoding unit.
[0066] Although FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate that one decoding device/decoding device processes all of coding/decoding
with respect to a multi-layer, this is illustrative purpose only and the coding device/decoding device may be configured
by layers.
[0067] In this case, the coding device/decoding device of an upper layer may perform coding/decoding of a corre-
sponding upper layer using information of the upper layer and information of the lower layer. For example, a predictor
(inter-predictor) of the upper layer may perform intra prediction or inter prediction with respect to the current block using
pixel information or picture information of the upper layer. The predictor of the upper layer may receive picture information
reconstructed from the lower layer to perform inter prediction (inter-layer prediction) with respect to the current block of
the upper layer using the received picture information. The prediction between layers is illustrative purpose only. Although
the coding device/decoding device are configured by layers or one device processes a multi-layer, the devices may
perform coding/decoding a current layer using information of another layer.
[0068] In the present invention, the layer may include a view. In this case, in a case of the inter-layer prediction,
prediction of the upper layer is not solely performed using information of the lower layer. That is, the inter-layer prediction
may be performed using information of another layer between specified layers having dependency according to infor-
mation specifying dependency between layers.
[0069] FIG. 3 is a conceptual diagram schematically illustrating an example of a scalable video coding structure using
a plurality of layers according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 3, a Group of Picture (GOP)
represents a picture group.
[0070] There is a need for a transmission medium in order to transmit image data. The performance of the transmission
medium is changed by transmission media according to various network environments. A scalable video coding method
may be provided for application in the various transmission media or network environment.
[0071] A video coding method supporting scalability (hereinafter referred to ’scalable coding’ or ’scalable video coding’
is a coding method to increase encoding and decoding performances by removing redundancy between layers using
text information, motion information, and a residual signal between layers. The scalable video coding method may provide
various scalabilities in spatial, temporal, image quality (or quality), and view aspects according to peripheral conditions
such as a transmission bit rate, a transmission error rate, and a system resource.
[0072] The scalable video coding may be performed using a multi-layer structure so that a bit stream applicable to
various network situations may be provided. For example, the scalable video coding structure may include a base layer
to compress and process image data using a general image decoding method. The scalable video coding structure may
include decoding information of the base layer and an enhancement layer to compress and process image data together
using the general image decoding method.
[0073] The base layer may refer to a lower layer. The enhancement layer may refer to an enhancement layer or a
lower layer. In this case, the lower layer may mean a layer supporting scalability lower than that of a specific layer. The
upper layer may mean a layer supporting scalability higher than that of the specific layer. Further, a layer referred in
coding/decoding of another layer may refer to a reference layer, and a coded/decoded layer using another layer may
refer to a current layer. The reference layer may be a layer lower than the current layer, and the current layer may be a
layer higher than the reference layer.
[0074] The layer means a group of an image and a bit stream classified based on a space (for example, an image
size, temporal (for example, a decoding order, an image output order, and a frame rate), image quality, complexity, a
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view, and the like.
[0075] Referring to FIG. 3, for example, the base layer may be defined by standard definition (SD), a frame rate of
15Hz, and 1Mbps bit rate. The first enhancement layer may be defined as high definition (HD), a frame rate of 30Hz,
and 3.9Mbps bit rate. The second enhancement layer may be defined as 4K-UHD (ultra high definition), a frame rate of
60Hz, and 27.2Mbps bit rate.
[0076] The format, the frame rate, and the bit rate may be changed as necessary as one example. Further, the number
of used layers is not limited the present embodiment and may be changed according to situation. For example, if the
transmission bandwidth is 4Mbps, the first enhancement layer of a frame rate having 15Hz or less may be transmitted
by reducing a frame rate of the first enhancement layer HD.
[0077] The scalable video coding method may provide temporal, spatial, image quality, and view scalabilities according
the above method in an embodiment of FIG. 3. In the specification, the scalable video coding has the same meaning
as that of scalable video encoding in an encoding aspect, and that of scalable video decoding.
[0078] As described above, the scalable video coding may include a multi-layered structure in order to providing
temporal, spatial, image quality, and view scalabilities. Since a scalable video coding structure supporting a plurality of
layers has strong correlation between layers, when performing coding/decoding using the correlation, a redundancy
element of data may be removed and coding/decoding performance of the image may be improved.
[0079] For example, in the multi-layered structure, when predicting a picture (image) of a layer (current layer) in which
coding/decoding is performed, inter-prediction or intra-prediction using information of a current layer, inter-layer prediction
using information of another information may be performed.
[0080] A plurality of layers may have at least one of a different resolution, a different frame rate, a different color format,
and a different view. Further, each layer may be configured by at least one temporal sub-layer which is temporally scaled.
In other words, the scalable video coding may include a structure with a plurality of layers having at least one temporal
sub-layer.
[0081] As described above, when the inter-layer prediction is performed in the scalable video coding having a plurality
of layers with at least one temporal sub-carrier, a layer in which a current inter-layer prediction is performed needs
information on a reference layer to be referred for inter-layer prediction, and needs information whether a temporal sub-
carrier included in the reference layer may be referred for the inter-layer prediction.
[0082] Hereinafter, the present invention provides a method to efficiently express and signal information on whether
a temporal sub-layer of each layer may be referred for inter-layer prediction and a method of performing inter-layer
prediction based on the signaled information.
[0083] FIG. 4 is an example illustrating a layer structure of a scalable video coding according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0084] For the purpose of convenience of the description, although FIG. 4 illustrates an image having two layers, an
image having at least three layers may be extended and applied. Further, a layer structure of scalable video coding may
provide spatial, image quality, and view scalabilities. Each layer may include temporal sub-layers to support the temporal
scalability. Although the embodiment of FIG. 4 illustrates that each layer is configured by four temporal sub-layers for
the purpose of convenience which is illustrative purpose only, and each layer may be configured by the different number
of temporal sub-layers.
[0085] In the scalable video coding structure shown in FIG. 4, when the upper layer performs inter-layer prediction,
there is a need for information on a temporal sub-layer of a reference layer which may be referred for inter layer prediction
at an upper layer.
[0086] Accordingly, the coding device may determine a temporal sub-layer allowing inter-layer prediction at each layer
except for the uppermost layer and may signal the information by a decoder. Further, the decoding device may recognize
whether a temporal sub-layer of each layer may be referred for inter-layer prediction at an upper layer through the
signaled information. The inter-layer prediction may be performed based on the temporal sub-layer information of each
layer which may be referred.
[0087] For example, as shown in FIG 4, when each layer is configured by four temporal sub-layers, the coding device
may determine not to allow inter-layer prediction with respect to time sub-layers of a lower layer having a temporal level
greater than or equal to 2 (may be an identifier specifying a temporal sub-layer, for example, temporal_id), but to allow
inter-layer prediction with respect to temporal sub-layers of a lower layer having a temporal level lower than 2. Referring
to FIG. 4, inter-layer prediction with respect to temporal sub-layers "0" and "1" is allowed (that is, may be referred for
inter-layer prediction of the upper layer), pictures (marked with a bar) may be used as a reference picture for inter-layer
prediction of the upper layer. Further, since temporal sub-layers "2" and "3" of a lower layer having a temporal level of
2 or greater is not allowed (that is, may not reference for inter-layer prediction), pictures (bar marked with a dotted line
in FIG. 4) corresponding to temporal sub-layers "2" and "3" of the lower layer may not be used as a reference picture
for inter-layer prediction of the upper layer.
[0088] That is, the coding device may determine whether temporal sub-layer pictures included in each layer except
for the uppermost layer, and may signal temporal sub-layer information of each layer determined using a syntax element.
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The decoding device may decode the signaled temporal sub-layer information of each layer from the coding device,
may determine whether temporal sub-layer pictures included in each layer may be used as a reference picture for the
inter-layer prediction based on the decoded information. Further, the decoding device may perform the inter-layer pre-
diction based on information on the reference picture.
[0089] Hereinafter, a method of efficiently signaling information on a temporal sub-layer for inter-layer prediction will
be described. As described above, information on the temporal sub-layer for the inter-layer prediction refers to information
capable of recognizing the temporal sub-layer allowing the inter-layer prediction in a reference layer. In detail, the
information on the temporal sub-layer for the inter-layer prediction means which the temporal sub-layer picture of the
reference layer is used as a reference picture of a layer (upper layer) performing inter-layer prediction.
[0090] The information on the temporal sub-layer for the inter-layer prediction may be transmitted through Video
Parameter Sets (VPS), Sequence Parameter Sets (SPS), Picture Parameter Sets (PPS), and a slice segment header.
[0091] In detail, information on the temporal sub-layer for inter-layer prediction is expressed using the syntax element
with reference to following tables 1 to 11. A method of signaling the information on the temporal sub-layer for inter-layer
prediction through a VPS, a SPS, a PPS, and a slice segment header will be described.
[0092] Table 1 is an example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer except
for the uppermost layer which may be transmitted by the VPS according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0093] In this case, the maximum temporal sub-layer information means information on a maximum temporal sub-
layer level allowing inter-layer prediction at a corresponding layer. That is, a temporal sub-layer having a temporal level
greater than that of the maximum temporal sub-layer information described in a corresponding layer.

[0094] Referring to Table 1, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] may represent temporal sub-layer information greatly
supporting inter-layer prediction in an i-th layer. For example, a sub-layer having a temporal level temporal_id greater
than max_tid_il ref_pics_plus1[i]-1 at the i-th layer may not be used for inter-layer prediction at an n-th layer (n is a value
greater than i) using the i-th layer as the reference layer. In other words, a sub-layer having a temporal level temporal_id
less than the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] in an i-th layer may be used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction
at an i-th layer (n is a value greater than i) using the i-th layer as the reference layer. In table 1, "vps_max_layers_minus1+1"
means the maximum number of layers allowed in a coded video sequence.
[0095] As listed in table 1, the maximum temporal sub-layer information max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] is not transmitted
for each layer, but the same maximum temporal sub-layer information is applicable to entire layers.
[0096] Table 2 is an example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information equally applied to
all layers which may be transmitted from the VPS according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0097] Table 3 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
except for the uppermost layer which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present
invention.

[Table 1]

vps_extension() {

for(i = 0; i< vps_max_layers_minus1; i++)

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

}

[Table 2]

vps extension() {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 u(3)

}

[Table 3]

vps_extension() {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag u(1)

if(max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag) {

for(i = 0; i<vps_max_layers_minus1; i++)
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[0098] Referring to the table 3, for example, only when the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl_present_flag" syntax a value
of "1", there is "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i]" information for each layer except for the uppermost layer. As listed in the
table 1, the inter-layer prediction may not be allowed with respect to sub-layer pictures having a time level TemporalId
higher than a "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]-1" value for each layer.
[0099] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl_present_flag" syntax has a value of "0", it means that there is no
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i]" information for each layer. In this case, the "max tid il ref_pics_plusl[i]" value at each layer
except for the uppermost layer may be analogized as "7" which is allowable maximum time level TemporalId value. That
is, the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i]" value means that inter-layer prediction may be allowed with respect the entire
temporal sub-layer picture of all layers except for the uppermost layer at entire bit stream. In other words, the entire
temporal sub-layer picture of all layers in the entire bit streams may be used as the reference picture for the inter-layer
prediction.
[0100] In the above embodiment, when the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag" is "0", it is determined whether
the uppermost temporal sub-layer picture of a layer (current layer) in which decoding is currently performed without
considering the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl [i]" value, is referred in a layer (upper layer) greater than the current layer. If
the uppermost temporal sub-layer picture of the current layer is not referred at the upper layer, the uppermost temporal
sub-layer picture of the current layer may be marked with "unused for reference". In this case, the uppermost temporal
sub-layer may refer to a sub-layer having the greatest time level at the current layer. The uppermost temporal sub-layer
picture of the current layer marked with the "unused for reference" is not used as a reference pictured for inter-layer
prediction.
[0101] For example, it is assumed that the total number of layers in the scalable coding structure is four, and each of
the four layers is configured by four temporal sub-layers Temporal_Id = 0∼3. In this case, when a currently decoded
layer is a second layer, it is confirmed whether a fourth temporal sub-layer Temporal_Id = 3 of a second layer is referred
by a third layer and a fourth layer. If the uppermost time sub-layer Temporal_Id = 3 of the second layer is not referred
at third and fourth layers, the uppermost time sub-layer Temporal_Id = 3 of the second layer may be marked with "unused
for reference".
[0102] Table 3-1 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information which may
be transmitted from the VPS according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0103] Referring to Table 3-1, for example, when the "max_tid_ref_present_flag" syntax has a value of "1", the maximum
temporal sub-layer information (for example, max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]) allowed at an "i"-th layer with respect to a
"j"-th layer using an "i"-th layer as a direct reference layer may be separately described.
[0104] A reference relation between layers may be analogized from a syntax "direct_dependency_flag[j][i]". The
direct_dependency_flag[j][i] may be information indicating whether the i-th layer may be used as a direct reference layer
for the j-th layer. For example, when the direct_dependency_flag[j][i] is 0, the i-th layer is not used as a direct reference

(continued)

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

}

}

[Table 3-1]

vps extension() {

...

max_tid_ref_present_flag u(1)

if (max_tid_ref_present_flag)

for (i=0; i < MaxLayersMinus1; i++)

for (j = i+1; j <= MaxLayersMinus1: j++)

if (direct_dependency_flag[j][i])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j] u(3)

...
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layer for the j-th layer. In contrast, when the direct_dependency_flag[j][i] is 1, the i-th layer may be used as a direct
reference layer for the j-th layer.
[0105] When the "max_tid_ref_resent_flag" syntax has a value "0", there is no maximum temporal sub-layer information
reporting time sub-layer information allowing inter-layer prediction by layers, and a value of the
"max_tid_ref_present_flag" syntax may be analogized as "7" which is a maximum time level allowed in the bit stream.
When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j]" has a value of "0", it is specified that a non-IRAP picture having a ’nuh_layer_id’
equal to ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ may not be used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction with respect to a picture
having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" has a value greater than
"0", it means that pictures having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to a "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j]" and including time level
information TemporalId greater than ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j-1’ are not used as a reference picture for inter-layer
prediction with pictures having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to a ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’.
[0106] In the table 3-1, the MaxLayersMinusl is identical with a Min(62, vps_max_layers_minus1) value, and the
vps_max_layers_minus1 is information indicating the maximum number of layers allowed in the bit stream transmitted
from the VPS.
[0107] As described in the table 3, the maximum temporal sub-layer information max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] is not
transmitted for each layer, and the same maximum temporal sub-layer information is applicable to all layers.
[0108] Table 4 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information equally applied
to all layers except for the uppermost layer which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the
present invention.

[0109] Referring to table 4, when the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl_present_flag" is "0", as described above, if a
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]" value is analogized as the maximum time level "7", or if it is determined whether the
uppermost time sub-layer of a current layer is referred in layers greater than the current layer without considering the
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]" or the uppermost time sub-layer of a current layer is not referred in layers greater than
the current layer, the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]" value may be marked with "unused for reference".
[0110] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag" is 0, it may present that the inter-layer prediction is allowed
or is not allowed with respect to temporal sub-layers of all layers.
[0111] Table 5 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-information of each layer which
may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present invention.

[0112] Referring to the table 5, unlike the above table 3, there is max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present flag[i] by corre-
sponding layers. Only when the flag is 1, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] information is included in the corresponding

[Table 4]

vps extension() {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag u(1)

if (max_tid_il_ref_ pics plus1_present_flag) {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 u(3)

}

}

[Table 5]

vps_extension() {

for(i = 0; i< vps_max_layers_minus1; i++) {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag[i] u(1)

if (mas_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag[i]) {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

}

}

}
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layer.
[0113] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag[i] is 1, the inter-layer prediction may not be allowed with
respect to a sub-layer picture having a time level TemporalId greater than that of the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1-1 at the
i-th layer.
[0114] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag[i] has a value of "0", it means that the
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] information is not included in the i-th layer. In this case, the max_tid_il rei_pics_plus1[i] may
be analogized as "7" which is an allowable maximum time level TemporalId in the bit stream. That is, inter-layer prediction
may be allowed with respect to all sub-layer pictures of the i-th layer. In other words, it may represent that all sub-layer
pictures of the i-th layer may be used as the reference picture for the inter-layer prediction.
[0115] Further, when the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag is 0, it is determined whether the maximum temporal
sub-layer of a currently decoded layer (current layer) without considering the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] is referred in
layers (upper layer) larger than the current layer. If the maximum temporal sub-layer of the current layer is not referred
in the upper layer, the maximum temporal sub-layer of the current layer may be marked with "unused for reference".
The maximum temporal sub-layer of the current layer marked with "unused for reference" represents that the maximum
temporal sub-layer of the current layer is not used as the reference picture for the inter-layer prediction.
[0116] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag is 0, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag may indi-
cate that the inter-layer prediction may be allowed or not allowed with respect to the temporal sub-layers of all layers.
[0117] Table 6 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present invention.

[0118] Referring to the table 6, only when the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag has a value of "1",
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] and max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] information are present.
[0119] Only when max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] is 1, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] correspond-
ing to the i-th layer may be transmitted. That is, the inter-layer prediction may not be allowed with respect to a sub-layer
picture having a time level TemporalId greater than the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1-1.
[0120] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] is 0, a value of the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i-1] of
the (i-1)-th layer may be used as a max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] of the i-th layer. When the
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] is absent, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] of the i-th layer may be anal-
ogized as 1.
[0121] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag has a value of "0",
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] and max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] information by corresponding layers
are absent. In this case, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] may be analogized as "7" which is an allowable maximum time
level TemporalId in the bit stream. That is, inter-layer prediction (that is, is used as a reference picture for inter-prediction)
may be allowed with respect to all temporal sub-layer pictures in the entire bit stream.
[0122] Further, when the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag is 0, it is determined whether the maximum temporal
sub-layer of the current layer is referred with respect to layers larger than the current layer without considering the
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] value. When the maximum temporal sub-layer of the current layer is not referred with respect
to the layers, the maximum temporal sub-layer of the current layer may be marked with "unused for reference".
[0123] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag is 0, the inter-layer prediction may be allowed or may not

[Table 6]

vps_extension() {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag u(1)

if (max_tid_it_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag) {

for(i = 0; i< vps_max_layers_minus1; i++) {

if (i > 0)

max-tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_not_predicted_flag[i] u(1 )

if (max_tid_il_ref_pics_piusl_not_predicted_flag[i])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

}

}

}
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be allowed in the temporal sub-layer of all layers.
[0124] Table 7 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0125] Referring to Table 7, a max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 applicable to the entire layer is transmitted. In addition, when
the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] is 1, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 applicable to the entire layer is used.
When the max tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted flag[i] is 0, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] value applicable to only a
corresponding layer may be described and used.
[0126] Table 8 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present invention.

[0127] Referring to FIG. 8, according to the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] value transmitted from a layer
where i is greater than 0, the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer may be expressed by a delta value
with max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 [i-1] of a previous layer (i-1).
[0128] When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] is absent, a delta_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] may be
regarded as 0.
[0129] That is, when the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] is 1, the delta_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] being
a delta value with the previous layer (i-1) is transmitted. When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] is 0, the
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] of a corresponding layer is transmitted.
[0130] Table 9 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment.

[Table 7]

vps extension() {

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 u(3)

for(i = 0: i < vps max layers minus1: i++)

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted flag[i] u(1)

if (!max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

}

[Table 8]

vps_extension() {

for(i = 0; i < vps_max_layers_minus1; i++) {

if(i>0)

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i] u(1)

if (max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_predicted_flag[i])

delta_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

else

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]

}

}

[Table 9]

vps extension() {

...

max_tid_il_ref_present_flag u(1)
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[0131] Referring to Table 9, when a "max_tid_il_ref_present flag" syntax has a value of "1 ", the maximum temporal
sub-layer information (max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]) allowed in an "i"-th layer with respect to a "j"-th layer using an "i"-
th layer as a direct reference layer may be individually described according to a ’default_max_tid_il_ref_flag’, or may be
analogized as a base value (for example, default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1). When the "max_tid_il_ref_present_flag"
syntax has a value of "0", the maximum temporal sub-layer in each layer except for the uppermost layer is absent.
[0132] When the "default_max_tid_il_ref_flag" syntax has a value of ’1’, the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ syntax is
absent. During a decoding procedure, the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ may be analogized as a
’default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1’ value. When the "default_max_tid_il_ref_flag" has a value of ’0’, there is the maximum
temporal sub-layer information (max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]) allowed in an "i"-th layer with respect to an "j"-th layer
using the "i"-th layer as the direct reference layer.
[0133] When the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ syntax is present, the "default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1" may be
used as "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" value. The same maximum temporal sub-layer information is applicable to all
layers.
[0134] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" has a value of "0", a non-IRAP picture having the same ’nuh_layer_id’
as a ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ may be used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction with respect to a picture having
the same ’nuh layer id’ value as that of a ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j] has a value greater
than "0", pictures having the same ’nuh_layer_id’ as that of a ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ and having a time level TemporalId
having a value greater than ’max_tid il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]-1’ is not used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction
with respect to pictures having the same ’nuh_layer_id’ as that of the ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" syntax is absent, if the ’max_tid_il_ref_present_flag’ syntax is "0", the
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j]" value may be analogized as "7". When the ’max_tid_il_ref_present_flag’ syntax is "1",
the "ma_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" value may be analogized as a’default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1".
[0135] Table 10 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present invention.

(continued)

if (max_tid_il_ref_present_flag) {

default_max_tid_il_ref_flag u(1)

if (default_max_tid_il_ref_flag)

default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 u(3)

else {

for(i = 0; i< MaxLayersMinus1; i++)

for (j = i+1; j <=MaxLayersMinus1; j++)

if (direct_dependency_flag[i][j])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j] u(3)

}

}

...

}

[Table 10]

vps extension() {

...

default_max_tid_il_ref_flag u(1)

if (default_max_tid_il_ref_flag)

default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 u(3)

else {

for(i = 0; i<MaxLayersMinus1; i++)
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[0136] Referring to Table 10, when the "default_max_tid_il_ref_flag" syntax has a value of ’1’, if the
’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ is absent, the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ may be analogized as a
’default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1’. When the default_max_tid_il_ref_flag has a value of ’0’, there is the maximum
temporal sub-layer information max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j] allowed in an "i"-th layer with respect to an "j"-th layer using
the "i"-th layer as a direct reference layer.
[0137] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" syntax is present, the "default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1’ may be
used as a "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]". The same maximum temporal sub-layer information is applicable to all layers.
[0138] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" has a value of "0", it is specified that a non-IRAP picture having a
’nuh_layer_id’ equal to a ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ may be used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction with respect
to a picture having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to the ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" has a
value greater than "0", it means that pictures having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to the ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ and having time
level information TemporalId greater than the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]-1’ is not used as a reference picture for
inter-layer prediction with respect to pictures having a ’nuh layer id’ equal to the ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the
"max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" is absent, the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" may be analogized as a
"default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1".
[0139] Table 11 is another example of a syntax indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information of each layer
which may be transmitted from the VPS according to the embodiment of the present invention.

[0140] Referring to table 11, when the "default_max_tid_il_ref_flag" has a value of ’1’, if the
’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ syntax is absent, the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ may be analogized as a
’default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]’. When the ’default_max_tid_il_ref_flag’ has a value of ’0’, there is the maximum
temporal sub-layer information max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j] allowed in an "i"-th layer with respect to an "j"-th layer using
the "i"-th layer as a direct reference layer.

(continued)

for (j = i+1; j <=MaxLayersMinus1; j++)

if (direct_dependency_flag[i][j])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j] u(3)

}

...

}

[Table 11]

vps extension() {

...

default_max_tid_il_ref_flag u(1)

if (default_max_tid_il_ref_flag)

for (i=0; i<MaxLayersMinus1; i++)

default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i] u(3)

else {

for(i = 0: i< MaxLayersMinus1; i++)

for (j= i+1; j <=MaxLaversMinus1; j++)

if(direct_dependency_flag[i][j])

max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j] u(3)

}

...

}
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[0141] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" is present, the "default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i]" may be used
as a "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" of the i-th layer. The i may have the value of 0 to MaxLayersMinusl-1. The
MaxLayersMinus1 is equal to a Min(62, vps_max_layers_minus1), and the vps_max_layers_minus1 is information in-
dicating the maximum number of layers allowed in a bit stream which is transmitted from the VPS.
[0142] When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]" has a value of "0", it is specified that a non-IRAP picture having a
’nuh_layer_id’ equal to a ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ may not be used as a reference picture for inter-layer prediction with respect
to a picture having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the "max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j]" has a value
greater than "0", it means that pictures having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to the ’layer_id_in_nuh[i]’ and having time level
information TemporalId greater than the ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]-1’ is not used as a reference picture for inter-
layer prediction with respect to pictures having a ’nuh_layer_id’ equal to the ’layer_id_in_nuh[j]’. When the
max_tid_il_ref_pics_plusl[i][j] is absent, the max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus[i][j] value for an i-th layer may be analogized as a
’default_max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 [i]".
[0143] A signaling method using temporal sub-layer information according to the embodiment of the present invention
may be expressed by a combination of the above embodiments with reference to the above tables 1 to 11.
[0144] In addition, the signaling method using temporal sub-layer information according to the embodiment of the
present invention may apply the same maximum temporal sub-layer information to all layers without individually reporting
the maximum temporal sub-layer information to all layers using a current layer as a direct reference layer when inter-
layer prediction is allowed in all temporal sub-layer pictures. Accordingly, overhead may be reduced to separately signal
relation information for each layer.
[0145] Further, the signaling method using temporal sub-layer information according to the above embodiment of the
present invention may efficiently signal relation information by using an indicator indicating whether to control a temporal
sub-layer for inter-layer prediction by layers.
[0146] When the inter-layer prediction for the current picture is performed using the maximum temporal sub-layer
information allowing the inter-layer prediction in a corresponding layer described through the above embodiments, the
number numRefLayerPics of reference layer pictures really available for decoding the current picture may be obtained
as follows.
[0147] Using a variable ’NumDirectRefLayers[]’ indicating the number of reference layers to which a current layer
calculated from a syntax element ’direct_dependency_flag’ described in a VPS extension directly refer, a syntax element
’sub_layers_vps_max_minus1[i]’ indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer (level) information of each layer, a syntax
element ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[i][j]’ information indicating the maximum temporal sub-layer information allowing the
inter-layer prediction in each layer, and a syntax element ’TemporalId’ indicating time level information of the current
picture, a variable ’numRefLayerPics’ indicating the number of reference layer pictures available to decode the current
picture for the inter-layer prediction may be obtained as illustrated in a follow table 12.

[0148] Only pictures of a corresponding reference layer when a ’sub_layers_vps_max_minus1 []’ of a reference layer
is equal to or greater than a ’TemporalId’ value of the current picture and a ’max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1[][]’ of the reference
value with respect to the current layer is greater than a ’TemporalId’ value of the current picture among pictures of a
reference layer to which the current picture directly refers, may be regarded as reference layer pictures available to
decode the current picture for inter-layer prediction.
[0149] FIG 5 is a flow chart illustrating an inter-layer prediction method based on temporal sub-layer information
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0150] The method of FIG. 5 describes an inter-layer prediction procedure using temporal sub-layer information in
order to generate prediction samples of coding/decoding target block during procedures of coding and decoding an
image including a plurality of layers having at least one temporal sub-layer. Accordingly, the method of FIG. 5 is applicable
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to both of methods of coding and decoding the image. The following description will be made while focusing on the
decoding procedure for the purpose of convenience.
[0151] Referring to FIG. 5, the decoding device acquires information on a temporal sub-layer for inter-layer prediction
(S500).
[0152] The information on a temporal sub-layer may include the maximum temporal sub-layer information indicating
the maximum temporal sub-layer which may be referred for inter-layer prediction in each layer and indicator information
indicating whether to control the maximum temporal sub-layer information in each layer.
[0153] For example, the maximum temporal sub-layer information may be a max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1 syntax element
descried in the above tables 1 to 11. The indictor information may be a max_tid_il_ref_pics_plus1_present_flag syntax
element described in the above tables 1 to 11.
[0154] Further, the information on the temporal sub-layer is signaled information to know the temporal sub-layer
allowing the inter-layer prediction from a reference layer of a current decoding layer, and may be expressed in various
methods described in the above tables 1 to 11.
[0155] As illustrated in the above tables 1 to 11, the decoding device may acquire the indicator information, the
maximum temporal sub-layer information, and the like by receiving information on the temporal sub-layer from the coding
device through a VPS, a SPS, a PPS, a slice segment header, and the like.
[0156] For example, when the indicator information indicates to control the maximumt temporal sub-layer information
in each layer, the decoding device may acquire the largest temporal sub-layer information with respect to each layer. In
this case, the decoding device may acquire the maximum temporal sub-layer information on a layer having direct reference
relation based on information on reference relation between layers, for example, information (for example,
direct_dependency _flag) on a layer using the current layer as a direct reference layer. Conversely, when the indicator
information indicates not to explicitly control the maximum temporal sub-layer information in each layer, the decoding
device may analogize the maximum temporal sub-layer information with respect to each layer as a specific value. For
example, the specific value may be 7 which is the maximum time level.
[0157] The decoding device induces a reference picture to be used for inter-layer prediction based on the information
on the temporal sub-layer (S510).
[0158] The decoding device may determine that pictures corresponding to a temporal sub-layer equal to or larger than
the maximum temporal sub-layer indicated by the maximum temporal sub-layer information is not used as a reference
picture for inter-layer prediction of the current picture.
[0159] The decoding device may determine that pictures corresponding to a temporal sub-layer smaller than the
maximum temporal sub-layer indicated by the maximum temporal sub-layer information may be used as a reference
picture for inter-layer prediction of the current picture.
[0160] The decoding device may obtain a reference layer picture really available to decode the current picture for
inter-layer prediction using the maximum temporal sub-layer information as described in table 12.
[0161] The decoding device performs inter-layer prediction of a current picture based on the reference picture (S520).
[0162] The decoding device may generate a reference picture list based on reference pictures which may be referred
for the inter-layer prediction of the current picture. The decoding device may perform the inter-layer prediction of the
current picture using the reference picture list.
[0163] The decoding device may perform inter-layer prediction with respect to a current picture to generate a prediction
signal, and may add the prediction signal to a residual signal to obtain a reconstructed signal (reconstructed picture) of
the current picture.
[0164] The computer-readable recoding medium includes a ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floptical
Disk, an optical data storage device, and may be implemented in the form of a carrier wave (for example, transmission
through Internet). The method according the present invention may be realized in the form of a program executed in a
computer and stored in a computer-readable medium. The computer-readable recording medium includes a ROM, a
RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk, and an optical data storage device. Further, the computer-readable
recording medium may be implemented in the form of a carrier wave (for example, transmission through Internet).
[0165] The computer-readable recording medium may be distributed in computer systems connected with each other
through a network and a code which is readable by a computer in a distribution scheme may be stored and executed
in the computer-readable recording medium. A functional program, a code and code segments for implementing the
method may be easily deduced by programmers skilled in the related art.
[0166] Although the above embodiments has described the methods based on a flow chart as a series of steps or
blocks, the present invention is not limited to an order of the steps, and certain steps may be performed in an order of
the above steps or simultaneously. In addition, it should be understood that steps included in the flow chart include other
steps without exclusion or at least one step of the flow chart may be omitted without affecting the spirit and scope of the
present invention by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the invention pertains.
[0167] While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof
are shown by way of example in the drawings and will herein be described in detail. It should be understood, however,
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that the drawings and detailed description thereto are not intended to limit the invention to the particular form disclosed,
but on the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the spirit and
scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A video decoding method to decode a video including a plurality of layers, the method comprising:

decoding an indicator for a second layer indicating whether information on a maximum temporal identifier for a
first layer which may be used for inter-layer prediction of the second layer is included in the bitstream;
decoding reference relation information indicating direct dependencies between layers including the first layer
and the second layer;
decoding the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer
that is indicated as using the first layer as a direct reference based on the reference relation information, when
the indicator for the second layer indicates the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer
is included in the bitstream;
deriving a maximum temporal identifier for the first layer based on the information on the maximum temporal
identifier for the first layer;
deriving a reference picture from the first layer to be used for inter-layer prediction of a current picture of the
second layer based on the maximum temporal identifier; and
performing the inter-layer prediction of the current picture based on the reference picture to generate a prediction
block,
wherein the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer
indicates the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer, and a picture of
the first layer having a temporal identifier greater than the maximum temporal identifier is not used for the inter-
layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer,
wherein a picture of the first layer having a temporal identifier equal to or smaller than the maximum temporal
identifier is used for the inter-layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer.

2. The video decoding method of claim 1, wherein the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer
is derived based on an allowable maximum temporal level when the indicator for the second layer indicates that the
information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer which may be used for inter-layer prediction of the
second layer is not included in the bitstream.

3. The video decoding method of claim 1, wherein the indicator for the second layer, and the information on a maximum
temporal identifier for a first layer are decoded from a video parameter set.

4. A computer-readable medium storing a bitstream that is decoded by a video decoding method of claim 1.

5. A video encoding method to encode a video including a plurality of layers, the method comprising:

encoding an indicator for a second layer indicating whether information on a maximum temporal identifier for a
first layer which may be used for inter-layer prediction of the second layer is included in the bitstream,
encoding reference relation information indicating direct dependencies between layers including the first layer
and the second layer;
determining a maximum temporal identifier for the first layer;
encoding the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer
using the first layer as a direct reference based on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer, when the
indicator for the second layer indicates the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer is
included in the bitstream;
deriving a reference picture from the first layer to be used for inter-layer prediction of a current picture of the
second layer based on the maximum temporal identifier, and
performing the inter-layer prediction of the current picture based on the reference picture to generate a prediction
block,
wherein the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer
indicates the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer, and a picture of
the first layer having a temporal identifier greater than the maximum temporal identifier is not used for the inter-
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layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer,
wherein a picture of the first layer having a temporal identifier equal to or smaller than the maximum temporal
identifier is used for the inter-layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer.

6. The video encoding method of claim 5, wherein the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer
is derived based on an allowable maximum temporal level when the indicator for the second layer indicates that the
information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer which may be used for inter-layer prediction of the
second layer is not included in the bitstream.

7. The video encoding method of claim 5, wherein the indicator for the second layer, and the information on the
maximum temporal identifier for a first layer are encoded and inserted into a video parameter set.

8. A computer-readable medium storing a bitstream that is generated by a video encoding method of claim 5.

9. A computer-readable medium storing a bitstream that is generated by a video encoding method and decoded by a
video decoding method, the bitstream comprising:

an indicator for a second layer indicating whether information on a maximum temporal identifier for a first layer
which may be used for inter-layer prediction of the second layer is included in the bitstream;
reference relation information indicating direct dependencies between layers including the first layer and the
second layer; and
information on a maximum temporal identifier for a first layer with respect to the second layer indicating the
maximum temporal identifier for the first layer with respect to the second layer,
wherein, the information on a maximum temporal identifier is included in the bitstream in response that the
indicator for the second layer indicates the information on the maximum temporal identifier for the first layer is
included in the bitstream,
a reference picture from the first layer to be used for inter-layer prediction of a current picture of the second
layer is derived based on the maximum temporal identifier, and
the inter-layer prediction of the current picture is performed based on the reference picture to generate a pre-
diction block,
the first layer is used by the second layer as a direct reference based on the maximum temporal identifier for
the first layer,
a picture of the first layer having a temporal identifier greater than the maximum temporal identifier is not used
for the inter-layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer, and
a picture of the first layer having a temporal identifier equal to or smaller than the maximum temporal identifier
is used for the inter-layer prediction of the current picture of the second layer.
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